Connexin subtype expression during oral carcinogenesis: A pilot study in patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma
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Abstract. Gap junctional intercellular communication (GJIC) and connexin (Cx) expression were reported in association with carcinogenesis in various types of tumours. In an earlier histomorphometric study, the protein levels of Cx subtypes 26, 43 and 45 were differentially expressed in oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC), corresponding lymph node metastases and dysplasia-free oral mucosa. Moreover, membrane Cx43 acted as an independent prognostic marker in OSCC tissues. This study aimed to confirm the expression of described Cx subtypes at the mRNA level. Hence, a reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) analysis revealed that Cx26 was downregulated in OSCC (P=0.01), while Cx43 was marginally upregulated in cancer tissue (P=0.04). Cx45 was significantly overexpressed in OSCC tissue compared with the intraoral mucosa controls (P<0.01), and remained unchanged at different tumour stages. No significant interactions between differential Cx subtype expression and clinicopathological routine parameters were observed. In conclusion, Cx regulation at the transcriprional level appears to be an early event during the initiation and development of OSCC, and is maintained during further progression. However, the mRNA-protein correlation is variable. This may be indicative of post-transcriptional, translational and degradation regulations being associated with the determination of Cx protein concentration during oral carcinogenesis.

Introduction

Contiguous connexins (Cx) may form homomorphic or heteromorphic gap junction hemichannels (connexons) on the cell membrane (1). Two connexons of adjacent cells form a gap junction channel, through which gap junction intercellular communication (GJIC) is possible via the passage of ions and second messengers (1). GJIC plays a crucial role in maintaining cell homeostasis, cell growth control and development (1).

First described in cultured hepatoma cells (2), the association between GJIC and carcinogenesis has since been described in various types of tumours, such as cervical (3,4), mammary (5), bronchial (6) and colorectal carcinoma (7). Depending on tumour progression, GJIC has different functions (8). Cx affect cell growth by affecting the expression of cell cycle regulatory genes, such as cyclin A, D1 and D2, and cyclin-dependent kinases (8). Cx transfection in previously deficient tumour cell lines led to growth inhibition and an accumulation of classical tumour suppressors, such as p27 and Rb protein (8). Lack of GJIC leads to an intracellular accumulation of growth factors (2) and suppressed contact inhibition, causing cell proliferation (9). King et al (4) described a correlation between endogenous Cx43 mRNA and protein expression and increased growth control, with decreased growth capacity in HeLa cervical cancer cells. Cx43 knockout in mice leads to astrocytes exhibiting altered expression of genes associated with apoptosis, cell growth, transcription factors (10,11), and increased susceptibility of mice to pulmonary neoplasia (6). Cx26 and Cx43 expression in MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells (5) provided similar results. Cx26 is responsible for contact growth inhibition in HeLa and HepG2 cells (3,12). Cx45 may form heteromorphic gap junctions along with Cx43, and may affect intercellular contacts during carcinogenesis (13-15). Cx subtypes increase the attachment of tumour cells to the stroma (8) and the endothelial barrier (16), thereby promoting invasion and metastatic spread. Cx26 was identified in melanoma cells and surrounding small vessel...
endothelia (17), as well as in squamous cell lung carcinoma and its associated lymph node metastases (LMNs) (18). Cx26- and Cx43-negative primary breast cancers developed Cx26- and Cx43-positive LMNs (19). Glioma cells establish functional gap junctions comprising Cx43 with astrocytes in the adult brain, thus facilitating direct parenchymal invasion (20). For oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC), conflicting Cx expression data were reported by Ozawa et al (21) and Villaret et al (22), who described Cx26 and Cx30 expression in OSCC tissues. In a previous histomorphometric study, we analysed the protein expression of Cx subtypes 26, 43 and 45 in tissue samples of OSCC, corresponding LMNs and dysplasia-free oral mucosa in 35 patients (23). In addition to significantly different expression patterns between the studied tissue types, high membrane Cx43 expression in OSCC tissues was found to be associated with poor prognosis (23). Xia et al (24) previously reported reduced Cx43 protein concentration, despite normal mRNA levels in an induced rat tongue carcinogenesis model. The present study aimed to confirm the expression of the described Cx subtypes at the mRNA level by conducting a reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) analysis in 15 tissue sample pairs of OSCC and corresponding oral mucosa.

Materials and methods

Patients. Tissue samples from 15 patients suffering from primary OSCC were analysed. All the patients were diagnosed and treated according to the guidelines of the national German Oral Cancer Association (25). The resection margins and presence of LMNs were histologically investigated in all the patients. Metastases to the lung, liver and bone marrow were evaluated by chest radiography, abdominal ultrasound examination and bone scans in all the patients. The patients’ characteristics are summarised in Table I. The patients provided written informed consent prior to participating in the study. This study was conducted in line with the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local Ethics Committee at the George-August-University of Goettingen (vote number 11/6/05).

Biopsies. One biopsy from OSCC tissue and one from tumour-free oral mucosa were obtained from each patient during tumour ablation. All the biopsies were 2-3 mm in diameter. Sampling was performed according to a predefined, standardized working instructions, based on size and location of sampling, by the same two experienced examiners (F.F. and R.M.G.). The biopsies were incubated in RNA later® (Ambion/Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, Germany) overnight and shock-frozen in liquid nitrogen for storage at -80°C until RNA isolation.

RNA isolation. RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations and stored at -80°C. Subsequently, the samples were treated with DNase I to remove genomic DNA contaminations. The RNA quality was determined using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Boeblingen, Germany) microfluidic electrophoresis. The analysed tissue sample pairs (OSCC and oral mucosa) had comparable RNA integrity numbers.

RT-qPCR. For verification of Cx subtype expression, RNA samples were converted into cDNA using the Bio-Rad iScript cDNA Synthesis kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Munich, Germany) and quantified on a Bio-Rad MyiQ Real-Time PCR Detection system with the Bio-Rad iQ SYBR Green Supermix. The primers are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Forward Primer</th>
<th>Reverse Primer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>5' - AGCTTACGATGTTGCTG-3'</td>
<td>5' - AACACGACGTCGTC-3'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cx26</td>
<td>5' - ACTCCACCAGCA-TTGGAAG-3'</td>
<td>5' - TGGGAGATGGGAAGTATGTG-3'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cx43</td>
<td>5' - AGCAGTCTGCTTTCGTTG-3'</td>
<td>5' - TCTGTCCTCAAGTGCTGTC-3'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cx45</td>
<td>5' - GCACGCTGGAGAAGATGTG-3'</td>
<td>5' - CCACACATCCTCCAGAT-3'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relative gene expression was quantified using the ΔΔCq method. Since GAPDH is not differentially expressed in OSCC tissue (26), it was used as a housekeeping gene, based on which the Cx gene expression was normalized.

Statistical analysis. Relative gene expression normalized to GAPDH and log2-transformed was calculated from Cq values and PCR efficiency (27). The expression change between OSCC and oral mucosa and the effect of clinicopathological routine parameters was separately assessed for Cx26, Cx43 and Cx45 by a multivariate linear regression model. To account for the matched-pair situation (i.e., OSCC and normal mucosa from the same patient), patients were included as random-effects term to each model. For tissue and other dichotomous model parameters, the regression coefficients may be considered as log2 fold changes and are reported with their related standard errors. The significance level was set to α=5% for each test. For a stronger statistical perspective, the P-values for the tissue effects were adjusted by the method of Bonferroni and Holm (28). All the analyses were performed using R software, version 3.1 (www.r-project.org). The multivariate regression models were fitted with the lmer function of the lme4 package for R.

Results

Differential Cx expression in OSCC and normal oral mucosa. The multivariate model analysis yielded a significant differential expression between the two types of tissues (OSCC and oral mucosa) for each of the three Cx subtypes. In detail, Cx45 exhibited a strong overexpression of 10.5-log-fold (95% CI: 7.6-13.4) in OSCC samples and was differentially expressed compared with tumour-free oral mucosa controls (P<0.01). Cx26 exhibited a downregulation of -8.4-log-fold (95% CI: -14.1 to -2.7) in cancer tissues (P=0.01). Compared with oral mucosa controls, the gene expression for Cx43 was marginally upregulated (P=0.04) in OSCC tissues (0.7-log-fold; 95% CI: 0.1-1.3; Fig. 1). Following a Bonferroni/Holm adjustment, the P-values for the tissue effects remained statistically significant. The gene expression of the described Cx subtypes did not differ between the early and late stages of malignancy, and there were no significant effects by the clinicopathological routine parameters T status, N status and American Joint Committee on Cancer stage. Moreover, Cx subtype expression was not found to be correlated with alcohol and tobacco abuse, gender, or histopathological grade. Only for Cx43, the P-value...
for the effect of alcohol abuse (P=0.0518) exhibited a trend for a possible downregulation of this Cx in patients abusing alcohol (Table I).

**Discussion**

In a previous histomorphometrical analysis (23), we investigated the protein expression patterns of the Cx subtypes 26, 43 and 45 in tissue samples of OSCC, dysplasia-free oral mucosa and LNM in 35 primary OSCC patients and observed differential expression profiles between the tissue types. Moreover, high membrane Cx43 expression in OSSC tissues was associated with poor prognosis, and exhibited a similar prognostic tendency in microscopic ally unchanged oral mucosa of same patients (23). The present study was performed on tissue samples of tumours at different stages. However, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Cx26</th>
<th>Cx43</th>
<th>Cx45</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tumour tissue</td>
<td>-8.4±2.9</td>
<td>0.7±0.3</td>
<td>10.5±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>-0.1±0.2</td>
<td>-0.02±0.02</td>
<td>-0.1±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>-3.7±6.3</td>
<td>-0.6±0.6</td>
<td>1.8±7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T status</td>
<td>-10.8±26.2</td>
<td>0.7±2.7</td>
<td>-4.7±27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N status</td>
<td>6.4±3.5</td>
<td>0.5±0.4</td>
<td>0.5±3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicotine abuse Yes</td>
<td>-0.7±9.1</td>
<td>0.01±0.9</td>
<td>-14.3±8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicotine abuse No</td>
<td>14 (93%)</td>
<td>1 (7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol abuse Yes</td>
<td>6.9±3.5</td>
<td>-1.0±0.5</td>
<td>-4.2±4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol abuse No</td>
<td>10 (67%)</td>
<td>5 (33%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 0</td>
<td>8.4±24.4</td>
<td>-0.6±2.5</td>
<td>1.3±25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>1 (7%)</td>
<td>5 (33%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>9 (60%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>1.0±4.8</td>
<td>-0.7±0.5</td>
<td>4.4±4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>2 (13%)</td>
<td>11 (74%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>2 (13%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Descriptive statistics are presented as either mean ± standard error (SE) or absolute and relative frequencies. The regression coefficients β may be interpreted as log₂-fold changes where appropriate..
primary goal was not to investigate the effect of tumour stage, but rather to determine whether the Cx subtype expression differed at the mRNA level between OSSC and oral mucosa. Since differences between the transcriptional and protein levels of Cx43 have been described in an experimental rat tongue carcinogenesis model (24), we further aimed to confirm the expression of Cx subtypes at the mRNA level in OSCC tissues.

Cx45 mRNA has been shown to be more strongly overexpressed in OSCC tissues compared with intraindividual mucosa controls (P<0.01). In contrast to LNM, which exhibited a significant increase in the Cx45 protein level (23), Cx45 protein expression was not found to be significantly different between OSCC tissues and dysplasia-free oral mucosa in our previous investigation (23). There is only limited evidence of the relevance of Cx45 for carcinogenesis in recent publications. Cx45 is variably expressed in human lung fibroblasts and lung carcinoma cells (29), and was detected in normal lung tissue and advanced-stage mouse lung carcinomas (30). Cx45 has been extensively investigated regarding its co-expression with Cx43 resulting in altered gap junctions. Cx45 was found to be upregulated in heart failure, compared with Cx43 (31). The diffusion capacity of cationic fluorescent dyes over heteromeric gap junctions comprising Cx45 and Cx43 was found to be reduced when Cx45 is overexpressed (15), leading to altered intercellular voltage gating mechanisms (14). The relative upregulation of Cx45 in comparison with Cx43 was shown to cause an increased susceptibility to cardiac arrhythmias in vivo (13).

The Cx26 mRNA level was downregulated in OSCC tissues, as opposed to oral mucosa controls (P=0.01). In our histomorphometrical analysis, no Cx26 protein expression was detected in oral mucosa (23); however, it was increased in primary OSCC and exhibited the highest levels in local LNM. Different studies indicated that Cx26 may be involved in tumour cell invasion and metastasis. Kanczuga-Koda et al (19) described Cx26 overexpression in corresponding LNM compared with primary mammary carcinoma. Saito-Katsuragi et al (17) demonstrated a significant Cx26 expression in tumour cells and tumour-related microvessel endothelia during metastasis of human malignant melanoma, whereas no Cx26 expression was found in control tissues from either healthy dermis or nevus cell nevi. In this context, it appears likely that neoplastic cells use Cx26 to form homomeric gap junctions with tumour-associated microvessel endothelia, thus improving perivascular accumulation and preparing extravasation.

In the present investigation, Cx43 gene expression was marginally upregulated in OSCC tissues, unlike that in oral mucosa controls (P=0.04). In our previous analysis (23), the cytoplasmic Cx43 protein level was found to be increased in primary OSCC compared with matching oral mucosa. Moreover, membrane Cx43 expression was reduced in OSCC tissues compared with oral mucosa controls, suggesting a loss of gap junctions comprising Cx43, leading to a loss of GJIC. A reduction of Cx43 during carcinogenesis was previously demonstrated (32). However, it has not been fully elucidated whether this loss is due to increased degradation of gap junction channels, or faulty transcription and post-transcriptional modifications within the Cxs. It was recently suggested that post-transcriptional, translational and degradation regulations play a similarly important gene transcription role in the determination of protein concentrations (33). Despite reduced Cx43 protein levels, normal high mRNA levels were detected (24). Budunova et al (34) investigated the expression of Cxs 26, 43 and 31.1 in mouse hyperplastic skin, papilloma and SCC. In addition to the high levels of Cx26 and Cx43 mRNA in most of the SCC, the authors observed decreased protein levels of both Cx subtypes in tumour plasma membranes, and concluded that the expression of these two Cxs in SCC was impaired at the post-translational level (34).

The exact functions of connexins and GJIC during oral carcinogenesis remain unclear. Connexin regulation at the transcriptional level appears to be an early event during the initiation and development of OSCC, and is maintained during tumour progression. However, the mRNA-protein correlation is variable. This may be indicative of post-transcriptional, translational and degradation regulations being relevant for the determination of Cx protein concentration during oral carcinogenesis.
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